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Abstract: An approach coupling experimental tests and numerical simulation of the pressure resis-
tance welding (PRW) process is proposed for optimizing fuel cladding welds for the new generation
of nuclear reactors. Several experimental welds were prepared by varying the dissipated energy,
which accounts for the effect of electric current and welding time applied during the PRW process. A
working zone, a function of both applied dissipated weld energy and plug-displacement, was then
identified on the basis of the microscopy observations of the weld defects. In addition, the numerical
approach, based on a 2D axisymmetric multi-physics finite element model, was developed to simulate
the PRW process in a plug-tube configuration. The proposed model accounted for interactions be-
tween the electrical, thermal and mechanical phenomena and the electro-thermo-mechanical contact
between the pieces and electrodes. Numerical simulations were first validated by comparison to
experimental measurements, notably by comparing the plug-displacement and the size and position
of the heat-affected zone (HAZ). They were then used to assess the effect of the applied parameters on
the maximum temperature and cumulated plastic strain reached during welding and the effect of the
welding force on the quality of the weld. According to the numerical computations, the maximum
temperature reached in the weld remains well below the melting temperature. Changing the welding
force implies also modifying the applied energy in order to maintain the quality of the welds. Applied
to different plug and clad geometries, the proposed model was shown to be useful for optimizing the
joint plane for such a welding configuration.

Keywords: pressure resistance welding; ODS steels; nuclear fuel cladding; finite element simulation;
electro-thermo-mechanical model

1. Introduction

Oxide dispersion-strengthened (ODS) ferritic–martensitic steels are candidate materi-
als for the fabrication of fuel cladding for the fourth generation of nuclear reactors, notably
sodium-cooled fast reactors (SFR) [1], as well as structure materials for fusion reactors [2,3].
Indeed, these materials present an excellent response to the loading conditions foreseen for
these reactors. For instance, the ferritic and martensitic structure resists irradiation swelling
to doses up to 200 dpa, while the nano-oxide uniform distribution improves the creep
strength at temperatures up to 700 ◦C [4,5]. Numerous ODS ferritic–martensitic alloys
with different chromium contents have been developed and characterized: 9Cr martensitic
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alloys [6], 12Cr ferritic alloys [7], 14Cr ferritic alloys [8], 18Cr ferritic alloys [9] and 20Cr
ferritic alloys [10].

For ODS steels, the material melting during the welding processes modifies the nano-
oxide dispersion, resulting in an inhomogeneous distribution within the ferritic–martensitic
matrix and, by consequence, a local loss of mechanical properties [11,12]. In order to bypass
such a problem, solid welding processes (SWP) are generally applied for ODS steels.
Among these, the pressure resistance welding (PRW) process has already been studied
in the literature for different configurations of fuel cladding by varying the investigated
material, the geometry of the welded components or their position with respect to the
electrodes. Chamfered and/or unchamfered clad and plug geometries were studied for
numerous ODS alloys [13–18]. In addition to the different initial contact conditions of
pieces and alloys, clad and plug dimensions can also vary from one study to another. Later
studies carried out at CEA considered non-chamfered plugs and clads, with an initial linear
contact between both pieces measuring less than 250 µm [19].

These studies highlight the challenge in transposing operative and metallurgical
weldability results from one configuration to another, as these strongly depend on the
welding parameters and the welding configuration. An optimization step of the process
parameters is therefore necessary for each new configuration in order to obtain compact
welds without defects such as a lack of joints or local melting. Experimental studies about
the PRW of ODS steels have allowed the identification of a working zone, which depends
mainly on the dissipated energy, Ed, during the welding process [14,20].

Meanwhile, numerical approaches using the finite elements method (FEM) have been
proposed to account for the multi-physical phenomena at play during the PRW process of
ODS alloys. Zirker et al. [21] proposed a very simplified FEM model, considering only the
thermo-mechanical coupling phenomenon and a very rudimentary finite element mesh. By
neglecting the electro-thermal phenomena at the weld interfaces, the maximum computed
temperature was largely overestimated, exceeding the material melting temperature. More
recently, Corpace [22] proposed a model accounting for both electro-thermo-mechanical
(ETM) phenomena and electro-thermal contact resistance (ETCR) between the clad and end-
plug and between electrodes and both pieces. Corpace correlated the numerical simulation
predictions with the process parameters, which allowed decomposing the PWR process
into three main steps: (1) heating at the interface, mainly driven by the current intensity;
(2) heating in the volume, mainly controlled by the length of the clad exceeding the
electrode; and (3) the deformation of both pieces, controlled by the length of the clad
exceeding the electrode, the force, the current intensity and the welding time.

The huge magnitude and the rate of plastic strain imposed during the welding process
and the absence of remeshing during the simulations resulted in non-negligible incerti-
tude in the predicted temperature field, as reported by Corpace [22,23]. According to
Le Gloannec et al. [13,24], the implementation of a remeshing procedure is not sufficient to
reduce such incertitude, as long as the contact resistance between pieces and electrodes is
not correctly modeled. Le Gloannec and co-workers paid special attention to the calibration
of the ETCR parameters before proposing a complete ETM model, using an automatic
remeshing procedure to simulate the welding process of 9Cr-ODS and 14Cr-ODS steels.
By simulating the PRW of chamfered and unchamfered configurations, these authors re-
ported the latter as being more suitable for creating welds of good quality, since in this
configuration the heat is concentrated around the joint plane. A sensibility study showed
the effect of taking into account the ETCR model between pieces and electrodes, even
though variations of ±50% around the ETCR parameters values had minor impacts on the
numerical predictions. It was also shown that the ETCR modeling between the clad and
the plug has a limited impact on the predicted results when compared to the case wherein
it was not taken into account. Based on FEM computations, Feng el al. [25] could optimize
the electrode-clad geometry for welding zirconium alloy clads.

The aim of this work is to optimize the welding configuration in order to obtain
an adequate weld joint, meaning free of defects, and to study the effect of the process
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parameters on the weld integrity. For that purpose, an approach coupling experimental
tests with 11Cr-ODS, P91 and 9Cr-ODS ferritic–martensitic steels and numerical simulations
of the PWR process is proposed. The experiments were carried out with a fixed welding
force with various dissipated energies, allowing defining a working zone based on the
plug-displacement and the dissipated energy. The multi-physics model was validated with
respect to the experimental measurements. Further predictions of the PRW process are
presented and discussed.

2. Experimental Approach
2.1. Materials and Geometry

The experimental welding optimization of a non-chamfered clad–plug configuration
was carried out using three grades of ferritic–martensitic steels (the chemical compositions
are summarized in Table 1). The 11Cr-ODS steel is the material of interest for this study.
Since this material has been recently developed, its electro-thermal-mechanical proper-
ties are still poorly documented. According to Le Gloannec [13,24], the electro-thermal
properties determined experimentally for 9Cr-ODS and 14Cr-ODS steels are quite similar
(thermal and electric conductivity, calorific capacity, volume density), suggesting little
difference between the physical properties of 9Cr-ODS and 11Cr-ODS alloys. For this
purpose, welds using 9Cr-ODS and P91 (X10CrMoVNb9-1 grade) steels were prepared, as
their temperature-dependent electro-thermal properties are accessible in the literature.

Table 1. Chemical compositions of the three studied steels in wt.%: 11Cr-ODS, 9Cr-ODS and P91.

Steel Grade C Mn Si Ni Ti Cr Mo Cu W Y2O3

11Cr-ODS 0.1 0.3 - 0.3 0.2 11 0.25 - - 0.25
9Cr-ODS 0.1 - - - 0.3 9 - - 1 0.25

P91 0.09 0.40 0.22 0.13 - 8.30 0.95 0.05 - -

Plugs and clads made of 9Cr-ODS and 11Cr-ODS were machined directly from raw
bars with a diameter of 18 mm (manufactured at CEA, SRMA/LTMex, Gif-Sur-Yvette,
France). The raw bars were produced by the hot extrusion of compacted powder at 1100 ◦C.
After extrusion, a heat treatment at 1050 ◦C for 1 h was applied, followed by slow cooling,
resulting in an equiaxed ferritic microstructure. More information about the manufacturing
process of these bars can be found in [26,27]. The P91 plugs and clads were machined
in the rolling direction of commercial thick plates. The as-received P91 microstructure
was characterized as a tempered martensitic. The solidus temperature, TS, and liquidus
temperature, TL, are about the same for these three grades and can be taken as 1450 ◦C and
1500 ◦C, respectively.

The same experimental welding configuration was applied for the three steels. The
clad thickness was 0.5 mm, with a 10.73 mm external diameter. The plug diameter was
10.2 mm. The initial thickness of the contact ring between the clad and plug was then of
about 235 µm (see Figure 1). Despite a minimal dimensional tolerance being respected in
the machining process, small variations on the clad thickness or in the plug diameter may
affect the weld quality.
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2.2. Pressure Resistance Welding Process

PRW was carried out using the experimental device (Technax, Saint-Priest, France)
shown in Figure 2. This process consists of applying a mechanical force while heating
the contact surfaces to be welded by the Joule effect. It can be divided into three main
steps. First, the welding clad and plug are positioned between the electrodes, and a force
is applied on the surface of the plug, establishing the contact between these two pieces.
The welding force, Fw, is kept constant during the entire process. Second, the plug–clad
welding takes place, as a high current, Iw, is applied from the plug electrode to the clad
one through the surfaces in contact during the welding time tw. The dissipated energy, Ed,
resulting in the material heating, can be expressed by:

Ed =
∫ tw

0
U(t)× Iw(t)× dt (1)
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of a plug outfitted with K-type thermocouples.

The process parameters considered in this study are Fw and Ed, which regroups the
effects of Iw and tw. During welding, sensors implemented in the PRW device record
the evolution of the welding parameters (Fw, Iw) but also the plug-displacement, UPlug,
and the difference in the electric potential between the two jaws, U(t). Typical electri-
cal and mechanical recordings are shown in Figure 3. Regarding the application of the
1 kHz alternative electric current, we can see that it first increases up to the targeted value
(Figure 3a). Then, the average effective measured electric current exceeds the targeted one,
with a maximum difference of about 13% (Figure 3a). At the end of the process, the decrease
of the current is slower than the set value. The measured force is in better agreement with
the set value (Figure 3b). A drop of the load of about 150 N is observed when the plug
begins to move during the passage of the current. Additionally, temperature measurements
were also carried out using type-K thermocouples installed at the surface of some plugs in
order to understand the effects of the process parameters on the temperatures reached near
the weld (Figure 2b).
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current, Iw, compared with the targeted electric current, 16 kA. (b) Plug-displacement, UPlug, and
welding force, Fw, compared to the targeted force, 4700 N.

2.3. Weld Characterization

After welding, the plug–clad assemblies were cut in half and prepared by conventional
metallographic polishing, using abrasive paper and diamond paste. A Keyence VHX-1000
microscope (Keyence, Bois-Colombes, France) was used to investigate the welding quality.
Observations were made before and after etching (oxalic acid solution) in order to identify
the presence of defects and to determine the HAZ dimensions, respectively.

2.4. Experimental Results

The experimental approach to optimizing the process parameters for the new welding
configuration was conducted by defining a working zone and ensuring the absence of
defects in welds. It can be defined by correlating the plug-displacement, UPlug, with
the applied dissipated energy, Ed, regrouping the effect of both Iw and tw parameters
(Equation (1)) [14,20]. These experiments were mainly performed using P91 steel, but tests
were also carried out with 9Cr-ODS and 11Cr-ODS steels.

In order to estimate the effects of the steel composition, an initial set of experimental
welds were done using the same set of process parameters, (Fw, Iw, tw) = (4700 N, 13 kA,
120 ms). Measurements of the electric potential, U, and the plug displacement, UPlug,
obtained for the three tested alloys are shown in Figure 4. The differences between the
recordings on the different specimens are lower than 10%. Optical microscopy observations
showed identical weld shapes for these materials (Figure 5), with only a slight difference
noticed in the external and internal bead of the weld. This difference is perhaps mainly
related to the difference in the final plug-displacement value (Figure 4b) or to the difference
in the initial contact geometry. These results indicate that the electro-thermomechanical
behavior of the three steels are similar under the welding conditions.
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Iw, tw) = (4700 N, 13 kA, 120 ms) for the three steels: (a) P91, (b) 9Cr-ODS and (c) 11Cr-ODS.

For the second set of tests, the force value was also fixed at 4700 N. Figure 6 presents
the final plug-displacement recorded for each test according to the dissipated energy, Ed.
On the basis of 62 experiments, it was established that the plug-displacement increases
almost linearly as a function of the dissipated energy. A lack of external joining was
observed when plug-displacements were lower than 0.7 mm (Figure 7b), while liquid
material ejections were revealed for plug-displacements higher than 1 mm (Figure 7c).
These operating conditions were therefore discarded in the following. The working zone
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was thus defined in a central domain corresponding to a dissipated energy range between
1900 J and 2500 J and a plug-displacement between 0.7 mm and 1 mm (Figure 6).
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For a fixed dissipated energy, or even for the same set of applied (Fw, Iw, tw) parame-
ters, plug-displacement variance was nevertheless observed. Small variations in the clad
and plug dimensions after machining and local assembly overheating, resulting in the
material melting, could be the main source of these differences.

For a welding force of 4700 N, the working zone was defined experimentally in order
to obtain adequate welds (Figure 7a). As the experimental analyses of the influence of
welding force and other experimental parameters (geometry, position of pieces in respect
to electrodes and so on) on the working zone would require multiplying the number of
welding tests, numerical simulations were performed instead. These simulations allow
additionally comparing the effect of the different welding parameters on the maximum
temperature and cumulated plastic strain in order to better understand their effect on the
working zone, and can thus be used for the further optimization of the welding parameters.

3. Numerical Simulation Approach

As discussed earlier, numerical simulations of the PRW process must take into account
interactions between electrical, thermal and mechanical phenomena as well as the electro-
thermal-mechanical contact conditions between the welded pieces and the electrodes.
Moreover, an automatic remeshing procedure must be implemented in order to adapt the
mesh during the simulation. A too-large deformation of the mesh alters the accuracy in
the determination of the thermo-mechanical cycles experienced by the material during
the welding process [13]. The following subsections are devoted to the development and
numerical validation of a multi-physics numerical model for simulating the PRW process.
Finite elements method (FEM) computations were applied, using the CEA Cast3M software
(2022, Cast3M, Gif-Sur-Yvette, France) [28].

3.1. Geometry and Mesh

The PRW welding process was modeled considering a 2D axisymmetric geometry,
representative of the clad, plug and electrode dimensions (Figure 8). The same mesh was
used for the electrical, thermal and mechanical calculations, containing 15,305 quadrangle
linear finite elements (QUA4 in the Cast3M library). The mesh close to the contact surface
between the plug and the clad, where high thermal gradients and high strains are expected,
was refined. Automatic remeshing was applied only in this zone.
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3.2. Electro-Thermo-Mechanical Modeling

A sequential coupling between the electro-thermal calculation and the thermo-
mechanical calculation was used. The first problem was defined by the electric charge
conservation equation and the heat equation. In the same time step, the electrical phe-
nomena were solved according to a steady-state analysis, while the thermal modeling
was solved according to a transient nonlinear analysis. They are updated at each iteration
of the time-step resolution loop until the convergence of both the electric potential and
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temperature. The convection and radiation phenomena were neglected due to the high
heating and cooling rates observed during the PWR process [13,22,25]. The effect of both
plastic deformation and friction energies is negligible if compared to the Joule effect on the
assembly heating. For sake of simplification, only the last one was modeled. Finally, the
static analysis is chained by solving the equilibrium equation of the mechanical model at
each time step (Appendix A). The temperature-dependent material properties are updated
at each iteration of the resolution loop of the electro-thermal model and at each time-step
of the static analysis. The material mechanical behavior is considered to be linear elastic
and perfectly plastic. Material data are presented in Appendix B. This method of ETM
calculation is largely used in the modeling of the resistance welding process [13,25,29,30].

3.3. Electro-Thermal Contact Resistance (ECTR) Modeling

In this model, the ETCR at the interfaces between the clad and its electrode and
between the plug and its electrode are also taken into account. The contact resistance is
defined along the contact between the pieces and the electrodes. The discontinuity of the
electric potential and temperature fields between two surfaces were described, respectively,
by Equations (2) and (3):

J =
1

ECR
∣∣Vp −Ve

∣∣ = 0 (2)

q =
1

TCR
∣∣Tp − Te

∣∣ = 0 (3)

J and q correspond to the electric current density and heat flow, respectively. Vp and
Ve are the electrical potentials, and Tp and Te are the temperatures at both pieces and
electrode surfaces, respectively. The electrical and thermal contact resistance between
pieces and electrodes are represented by ECR and TCR, respectively. Their temperature-
dependent values were taken from the literature [13,24], for a configuration similar to the
one investigated in this study.

Le Gloannec and co-workers [13,24] paid special attention to the calibration of both
ECR and TCR values for a welding configuration similar to the one investigated in this
work. They determined both the thermal and electric resistance by the inverse method for
the “plug–electrode” interface, while the resistances for the “clad–electrode” interface were
determined by an analytical method, using interface geometrical parameters. In this work,
both resistances were taken as identical to the ones defined by these authors.

In this study, the ETCR between clad and plug was not modeled, and a mesh continuity
was considered between them. It was shown that the ETCR for the “clad–plug” has a limited
impact on the predicted results [13,24].

3.4. Contact Modeling

The mechanical contact between the welded pieces has a major effect on the welding
process, particularly on the plug-displacement and the weld shape [22]. The tribological
characteristics of the contact friction between the welded pieces under conditions close to
those encountered during PRW in terms of temperature and strain rate are poorly known.
In particular, the usual coefficient µ of the Coulomb’s friction law is difficult to estimate.
Le Gloannec et al. [13] estimated the friction coefficient at 0.6 for a chamfered geometry
by the inverse method. In this work, the value of this coefficient was also determined by
means of an inverse method in order to obtain computed welding shapes similar to the
ones observed experimentally. Computations were carried out using a friction coefficient
equal to 0.35.

3.5. Boundary and Loading and Conditions

The following boundary and loading conditions were considered (Figure 8): (i) electri-
cal, in which an electrical current density, J, was applied on the outer surface of the plug
side electrode, and the electric tension was imposed to the external surface of the clad side
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electrode; (ii) mechanical, in which a welding force, Fw, was applied to the left surface of
the plug, and the Uz displacement along the direction Z was blocked at the end of the clad.

3.6. Electric Welding Power Calibration

The electric welding power, Pexp, can be expressed by:

Pexp = R(T)× I2
w (4)

The electric resistance, R(T), is a function of the temperature, T. Experimentally, R
can be defined as the sum of several elementary electric resistances related to the various
welding components (plug and clad, copper alloy electrodes and jaws). The welding power
also depends on the current, Iw, which is an imposed parameter. During the welding
process, the applied current is not constant, and values higher than the target ones were
commonly measured (Figure 3a). Such variations are hardly controlled, although they may
affect the temperature evolution during the welding process.

For the numerical simulations, only the resistances of the welding pieces and electrodes
were taken into account (Figure 8), and the welding current intensity was considered
constant. Differences between experimental and simulated welding powers, Pexp and
Psim, respectively, were thus expected. In order to correct such differences and improve
computed predictions, an efficiency coefficient, η, depending on the applied dissipated
energy, was introduced. The simulated power is expressed as:

Psim = η(Ed)× Pexp (5)

η(Ed) is adjusted by the inverse method, comparing the maximum computed temperature
with the experimental measurement obtained from the thermocouples installed on the
plug surface (Figure 2b). Due the short welding times and high heating kinetics observed
during the PRW process, the estimation of the experimental temperature is a challenge.
Specific parameters with a longer tw and lower Iw were preferred to avoid problems related
to the thermocouple response (Table 2). Only the value of the specified force Fw was
maintained (4700 N).

Table 2. Specific welding parameters used for calibration of the simulated welding power.

Condition Ed (J) tw (ms) Iw (kA) Fw (N)

1 400 200 4 4700
2 600 200 5 4700
3 900 200 6 4700

The maximum temperatures measured at thermocouple TC1 (Figure 2b) as a function
of the dissipated energy, Ed, are shown and compared to the computed ones in Figure 9a.
As expected, the predicted temperatures were significantly lower than the experimental
ones with a parameter η equal to one; that means Psim = Pexp. For each of the plotted
experiments, we adjusted the value of η in order to reach the experimental maximum
temperatures. The adjusted values of η(Ed) as functions of Ed are plotted in Figure 9b.
From these values, a logarithmic function of the dissipated energy was identified. For the
simulation of the other tests, the parameter η was adjusted according to the logarithmic
function presented in Figure 9b.
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3.7. Material Properties

The electro-thermal properties, ρ, Cp, λ and σe, were taken from the literature [24].
The yield strength, σe, and Young’ modulus, E, were derived from tensile stress–strain
curves of 9Cr-ODS steel at different temperatures. The values of these parameters are
provided in Appendix B. The volume density and Poisson’s ratio were taken as constant:
ρ = 7760× 10−9 Kg·mm3 and ν = 0.3.

3.8. Model Validation

Experimental results obtained for the P91 steel were used for the validation of the
computation results. Since this steel is submitted to the austenitic phase transformation
at a well-defined temperature (Ac1 = 780 ◦C), the heat-affected zone (HAZ) can be easily
identified after etching. Figure 10a compares the position and the size of both experimental
and computed HAZ. Numerically, the HAZ was defined only by the zone where the Ac1
temperature was exceeded, as metallurgical transformations were not taken into account in
these simulations. It can be seen that the dimensions of the predicted HAZ (represented
by solid green lines) was similar to the one obtained experimentally (indicated by dotted
green lines). The evolution of plug-displacement during welding was also well-described
with respect to the experimental measurements (Figure 10b).
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Influence of the Dissipated Energy on the PWR Process

Numerical simulations were conducted by increasing the dissipated energy to values
up to 3500 J with a fixed welding force (Fw = 4700 N). The computed plug-displacement
values are plotted and compared to the experimental measurements in Figure 11 as a
function of the dissipated energy. For energies lower than 2500 J, good agreement was
found, with plug-displacement continuously increasing in both numerical predictions
and experimental measurements. For higher energy values, numerical computations
underestimated the plug-displacement.
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Figure 11. Comparison between experimental measurements and numerical predictions of the plug-
displacement, UPlug, as a function of the dissipated electrical energy, Ed, for a fixed force Fw = 4700 N.
The effect of increasing or decreasing of Fw on the position of the working zone (Section 2) is
schematized by the rectangle with dashed and continuous pink and blue lines, respectively.
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From these numerical simulations, predictions of plug-displacement, maximum tem-
perature and cumulated plastic strain can be compared (Figure 12), allowing for the better
understanding of the model response with respect to the applied dissipated energy. By
increasing the value of Ed, the heating induced by the Joule effect also increased, and
therefore the maximum temperature was reached during the welding process. As the
material mechanical strength drastically decreases with the temperature (Appendix B), no-
tably the yield stress and plastic strain increases, and consequently the plug-displacement
does as well.
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The maximum predicted temperature for Ed = 3000 J was close to 1200 ◦C, while
clear evidence of material melting was observed experimentally, indicating that the tem-
perature locally surpassed the melting temperature of 1450 ◦C. The lower values of plug-
displacement derived from numerical simulations would then be related to an underes-
timation of predicted temperatures. The friction coefficient between the welding pieces,
assumed as constant during the entire welding process, combined with an inadequate
description of contact evolution between the different elements during welding could also
explain these results. Moreover, other phenomena like local assembly overheating, result-
ing in the material melting, were not taken into account in the proposed model, although
they could significantly affect the final plug-displacement.

4.2. Influence of the Welding Force

To determine the working zone, the welding force value was chosen to be constant.
However, the value of Fw also has an effect on the weld quality. In order to address this
issue, the value of Ed was kept constant (2500 J), and simulations were conducted imposing
two different forces: 2600 N and 7000 N. Figure 13 compares the temperature field derived
from numerical computations carried out with the lowest welding force, 2600 N, and the
highest one, 7000 N. These comparisons are made at the beginning of welding, meaning at
5 ms, in the middle of welding, at 50 ms and at the end of welding, at tw = 100 ms.

For a welding force of 2600 N, the heat induced by the Joule effect resulted in homoge-
neous heating at the joint plane; the maximum temperature reached after 5 ms was only
870 ◦C, while the plug-displacement barely changed. Only when the temperature was
sufficiently high did the hottest zones begin to deform, forming inner and outer beads. The
maximum temperature reached at 100 ms was 1300 ◦C, and the final plug-displacement was
0.58 mm. The high temperature attained during the process induced the high deformation
of the inner and outer bead and a HAZ width of 1380 µm (Figure 13a). By comparing these
results with those obtained with higher force (7000 N), at 5 ms a clear difference in the
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plug-displacement was first observed, as one can see on the deformed shapes presented in
Figure 13. For a higher welding force, plastic deformation took place once a temperature
of about 700 ◦C was achieved (not presented here). It was necessary to heat the pieces
up to 1100 ◦C to plastically deform them when the welding force was of only 2600 N. By
promoting the plastic deformation of both the plug and clad at lower temperatures, the
initial contact surface between the clad and plug increased, which in turn decreased the
electric current density, as well as the Joule effect and then the temperatures. At 50 ms, the
maximum temperature was only 950 ◦C. At the end of the process, at 100 ms, a difference
of−30% in the maximum temperature was obtained between both imposed welding forces,
resulting in a HAZ about 35% smaller for the higher force.
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Although the predicted inner and outer beads were higher with an applied force of
2600 N, at the end of the welding, the final plug-displacement for a force of 7000 N was
about 28% higher. For the same dissipated energy of 2500 J, the plug displacement was
0.58 mm for a welding force of 2600 N and 0.81 mm for a force of 7000 N. It means that
the former case would be outside the working zone presented in Figure 11. For lower
welding forces, in order to obtain a plug-displacement within the working zone, equal
to 0.7 mm, for example, a dissipated energy higher than 2500 J would be required. This
increase in energy will results in a displacement of the working zone towards a higher
energy (Figure 11). As a consequence, an increase in the maximum temperature will be
observed, thus increasing the risk of material melting. On the contrary, for obtaining similar
plug-displacement with higher welding forces, a dissipated energy lower than 2500 J is
required. In this case, a decrease in the maximum temperatures achieved during welding
will be observed (Figure 11).
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4.3. Optimization of the Joint Plane Shape

In service, these welds will be submitted to elevated temperatures, high irradiation
doses and a constant increase in the internal pressure induced by fission gases [31,32].
An adequate weld shape is required to insure the improved mechanical strength of the
welded assembly.

The experimental observations reported during the course of the present study in-
dicate that the mechanical strength of cladding assemblies are correlated with the zone
submitted to higher plastic deformation and presenting higher hardness values [33]. These
results are not presented in this paper and will be the subject of another publication. For
(Fw, Ed) = (4700 N, 2000 J), the joint plane can be divided into two parts (Figure 14a): an
internal joint plane, characterized by a higher plastic strain on both sides of the clad and
the plug, almost oriented at 45◦ with respect to the clad (circled in red in Figure 14a), and
an external joint plane, showing plastic strain localization on the plug side only and almost
perpendicular to the clad longitudinal axis (bordered by a red dashed box in Figure 14a).
Based on the simulation results, the internal joint plane is formed by the deformation of
the plug and the clad with respect to each other, from the beginning of the process. The
external joint plane is the result of the deformation of the plug in relation to the clad at the
beginning of the process and then the deformation of this one when the temperature is
high enough along the entire weld plane. The optimization of the shape of the joint plane
was proposed to achieve a more homogeneous deformation in both the clad and the plug,
with the formation of a joint plane inclined almost at 45◦ with respect to the clad axis in
order to ensure the metallurgical continuity of the weld.
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Figure 14. Comparison of the influence of the welding force, Fw and of the dissipated energy Ed, on
the computed cumulated plastic strain, p, field: (a) (Fw, Ed) = (4700 N, 2000 J); (b) (Fw, Ed) = (4700 N,
2500 J); (c) (Fw, Ed) = (7000 N, 2000 J).

Figure 14 compares the effect of increasing the dissipated energy (Figure 14a,b) and
the welding force values (Figure 14a,c) on the shape of the joint plane, along with the
cumulated plastic strain field. The set of parameters (Fw, Ed) was selected to prevent the
maximum temperature from exceeding the melting point and to obtain a plug-displacement
ranging between 0.7 and 1 mm. By changing the dissipated energy or the welding force, a
larger length of the weld plane was oriented 45◦ with respect to the clad. However, this
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slight difference does not seem sufficient to completely optimize the shape of the joint
plane in order to improve the mechanical strength of cladding assemblies.

Figure 15 compares the results with the initial geometry on the shape of the joint plane
and the cumulated plastic strain field to the results obtained with a modified geometry,
presenting a chamfer at 45◦ on the contact surface between the plug and the clad. The
evolution of the plastic strain field with the studied configuration is presented in Figure 15a,
while the evolution of the plastic strain field with the modified geometry is shown in
Figure 15b. The advantage of this second configuration stands in the localization of the
deformation within the external bead of the clad and plug, resulting in a more homogeneous
deformation of the external joint (Figure 15b). The angle of the internal joint plane decreased
in comparison to the one obtained with the initial configuration (Figure 15). The decrease
of this angle could affect the mechanical strength of this zone.

1 
 

 
 
15a 
 
 

 
 
 
15b 
 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 15. Effect of the geometry of welding pieces on the cumulated plastic strain field and
the shape of the joint plane during welding obtained with the: (a) studied welding pieces and
the (b) proposed chamfered welding pieces.

Configurations with chamfers have been already studied [14,23,25]; however, this
new configuration has not been investigated experimentally yet. The particularity of this
configuration lies in the fact that the clad–plug contact with the chamfer is located under
the clad electrode (as for the configuration studied presented in Figure 8). Moreover, the
absence of an external bead compared to the configurations studied in the literature would
avoid the post-weld machining of assemblies, which is difficult to realize in particular with
stacked fuel cladding. An experimental optimization study of this geometry, by taking
into account the characteristics of the chamfer, would be required. Preliminary welding
experiments with the proposed geometry in order to confirm the numerical simulation
results will be carried out.
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5. Conclusions

A coupled experimental–simulation approach was proposed to investigate and opti-
mize the PRW process applied to the ODS steel fuel cladding. The experimental welds allow
assessing the effect of the dissipated energy on the weld integrity, in which a work zone
was defined for a constant welding force of 4700 N. Within the working zone, delimited
by a dissipated energy range from 1900 to 2500 J, welds were free of defects such as a
lack of joining and material ejections, delimiting the measured plug displacement between
0.7 and 1 mm. Additionally, a numerical multi-physics model using the finite-element
method was developed and validated in order to simulate the PRW and to assess the effect
of the different welding parameters on the working zone. The numerical computation
showed that:

(i) The dissipated energy was identified as a key parameter controlling the PRW process.
In particular, it was shown that, under a fixed load, the plug displacement varies
almost linearly as a function of the dissipated energy;

(ii) In the defined working zone, the maximum temperature reached in the weld re-
mains well below the melting temperature. The increase in the value of dissipated
energy leads to an increase in the maximum temperature reached in the weld and
consequently in the cumulated plastic strain and in the plug-displacement values;

(iii) The decrease of the welding force implies a higher energy input in order to keep
constant the quality of the welds. However, this leads to an increase in the maxi-
mum temperatures reached during welding and, consequently, to a higher risk of
material melting. Meanwhile, increasing the welding force reduces the actual energy
required by the process, and as a consequence, the maximum temperatures reached
during welding.

(iv) The shape of the joint plane does not significantly depend on the applied process
parameters. In order to introduce a sufficient amount of cumulated plastic deforma-
tion in the external part of the joint plane, which is confined between the clad-side
electrode and the plug, a new geometry of the contact surfaces was proposed and
studied numerically. If the plastic deformation is more homogenous on the outer part
of the contact surfaces with this new geometry, the level of deformation did not seem
sufficient to ensure a good-quality weld.
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Appendix A. Governing Equations for the ETM Modeling

• Electrical modeling

Electrical phenomena are described by the charge conservation equation, which allows
the calculation of the electric potential field:

div(
→
J ) = 0 (A1)

→
J = −σe(T)×

−−→
grad V = 0 (A2)
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The volume current density vector is represented by
→
J and the electrical potential by V.

The electrical conductivity, σe, depends on the temperature, T. In PRW simulations, the
electromagnetic transient phase is generally negligible. Thieblemont [34] showed that the
electrical phenomenon can be considered static and that the heat source generated by Joule
effect, Q, can be expressed as a function of the electric potential by:

Q = −σe(T)
−−→
grad (V)×

−−→
grad (V) (A3)

• Thermal modeling

The heat equation is applied to describe the thermal problem:

ρ(T)Cp(T)
∂T
∂t

= div
(

λ(T)
−−→
grad (T)

)
+ Q (A4)

The temperature is calculated in the entire modeled domain, with the volume density, ρ;
heat capacity, Cp; and thermal conductivity, λ, depending on the temperature. The heat
source generated by the Joule effect, Q, is the same as in Equation (A3).

• Mechanical modeling

The mechanical behavior is described by the static equilibrium equation to calculate
the resulting displacement and consequently the strain and stress fields:

div(σ) = 0 (A5)

where œ denotes the stress tensor.

Appendix B. Material Parameters

The values of the different material parameters are provided in Table A1.

Table A1. Material parameters of the 9%Cr-ODS steel used in simulation.

T [◦C] Cp
[
J·kg−1·K−1] σe [Ω−1·mm−1] λ

[
W·mm−1·K−1] σy [MPa] E [MPa] α

[
K−1]

25 440 2000 0.023 800 216.000 1.01 × 10−5

100 440 1900 0.0223 760 211.000 1.1 × 10−5

200 510 1700 0.0249 720 205.000 1.17 × 10−5

300 560 1510 0.0263 680 190.000 1.24 × 10−5

400 600 1350 0.0265 650 180.000 1.31 × 10−5

500 680 1200 0.0274 600 160.000 1.39 × 10−5

700 950 1000 0.0257 280 150.000 1.53 × 10−5

800 780 900 0.0253 200 115.000 1.6 × 10−5

900 680 850 0.029 180 115.000 2.4 × 10−5

1000 620 800 0.0265 50 114.000 2.4 × 10−5

1100 640 760 0.0273 10 90.000 1.01 × 10−5

1450 795 606 0.0328 5 30.000 1.1 × 10−5
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